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Hello everyone
!
Weʼve got some great
contributions to this edition of the
newsletter, so a big thank you to
everyone who has shared their
work.
Itʼs been a year since Harry from
the Citizens Advice Bureau first
started the outreach project at
the Bridge Collective, so
unfortunately now it is time to
say goodbye, as the funding only
ran for a year. Itʼs been a
successful undertaking with lots
of people being helped. We have
some leaflets at the Bridge with
information about Exeterʼs CAB
service.
The Bridge Beyond Belief Day
went well and was a great
opportunity to share what the

Bridge Collective is about (see
the Mission Statement page 31)
with interested people. A bonus
for me was to spend some time
with Underground Sounders and
to listen to the variety of music
that they are creating. Theyʼve
been working on a CD (see page
22 for the playlist) which will be
available at the Bridge.
Wishing you all a happy
hibernation.
best w#hes

Bev
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NOVEMBER
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
1

Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

5
.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00
Sharing Circle
1.00-3.00pm

6

7
.Experts by

Experience
12.00-2.00pm

2

9
Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm …
 Escot

3

Sunday
4

.Rainbow Mind
2.30 - 4pm

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm …

8
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

Saturday

10

11

12

13

14

.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

15
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

19

20

.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

21
 Directors Meeting
12.40pm-2.40pm

Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

17

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

22

 Walk 1.00pm

18
Allotment
2.00-5.00pm

23

24

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
 Escot

26
.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

16

27

28

29
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

30
Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
 = Greenwood project held at various locations (See Page 7)
Discussion Group restarts in February
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DECEMBER
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

.Rainbow Mind  Lockbar
2.30 - 4pm
11.40am

3

4

.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

5
.Experts by

6
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

Experience
12.00-2.00pm

7

8

9

14

15

16

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
 Escot

10
 Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

11

12

13
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

 Allotment
2.00-5.00pm

 Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

17

18

19

 Directors Meeting
12.40-2.40

20

Bridge Open Day
10.00am-1.00pm

 Escot

21

22

23

28

29

30

Bridge Xmas meal
1pm

Sharing Circle
1.00-3.00pm

24

25

26

27

31

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
 = Greenwood project held at various locations (See Page 7)
Discussion Group restarts in February

JANUARY
Monday

2013

Tuesday

Wednesday
1

Thursday
2

Friday
3

Saturday
4

Sunday

5

6

.Rainbow Mind
2.30 - 4pm

7

8

9
.Experts by

10
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

Experience
12.00-2.00pm

11

12

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm 1

13
Allotment
2.00-5.00pm

 Escot
212-6pm……

14
 Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

15

16
 Directors Meeting
12.40-2.40

17
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

18
Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

19

20

 Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

21

22

 Walk 10.00am

23

24

Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

25

26

Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm …
 Escot

 Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

28

29

30

31
Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
 = Greenwood project held at various locations (see page 7)
Discussion Group restarts in February
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Greenwood project
fancy a breath of fresh air?
Please note that you will need to pay your own bus or train fare for
Greenwood events. We also ask for a £1.50 contribution towards any food
and drink provided.

November

december

Mon 5th Autumn/Winter Sharing Circle 1-3pm at
Escot. Bring food to share. Theme: honouring
the old, preparing for the new.
Fri 9th Escot - casting pewter
Sun 18th Allotment 2-5pm
Mon 19th University Walk. Meet at the Bridge
1pm
Fri 23rd Escot - singing with Meg Compton
Sun 2nd Lockbar Wood, Christmas Tree for the
Bridge. Meet 11.40 at St David's Station (there is
a rail replacement bus service from Crediton
onwards), fare will be £5.60 or less with group
tickets)
Fri 7th Escot - blacksmithing
Sun 16th Allotment 2-5pm with Carols
Mon 17th Winter Sharing Circle 1-3pm at Escot.
Bring food to share.Theme: descent, drawing in,
protection
Fri 21st Escot - Christmas wreaths and
christingles

The meeting place for Escot (apart from the Sharing Circles)
is at Exeter Central at 10.10 am.
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January

Fri 11th Escot - Wassailing the apple trees
in the orchard.
Sun 13th Allotment 2-5pm
Tues 22nd Walk in Eggesford Forest and
visit to Taw Valley Ventures hut to make
flowers out of wood. Meet Exeter St David's
station 10am. Bring packed lunch. Fare will
be at most £5 each travelling as a group.
Fri 25th Escot - Bridie Dolls
Mon 28th Winter/Spring Sharing Circle at
Escot 1-3pm. Bring food to share.Theme:
kindling new life.

New to the Greenwood Project

seasonal sharing circles
Sharing Circles will be appearing in the Greenwood
programme every six or seven weeks.
They will be at Escot, either at the Quarry Camp or the
Storytelling Circle.
Those who have known the Devon Spiritual Emergence
Network over the years will recognise the Sharing
Circles as DSEN in a new guise.
We meet in a peaceful, natural setting. We bring and
share simple food around a fire.
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Then, after a short silence, each person who wishes to is
invited to speak, maybe to put something they have
brought into the circle and talk about what it means to
them.
Each Sharing Circle takes place at a seasonal turning
point and has a theme that reflects both the cycle of the
year in nature and the cycles of change in our lives.
It is a chance to observe the turning of the seasons, to
refresh our spirits, and to reflect on what is important to
us.
Anyone is free to join us, and speaking or silent
participation are equally welcome.
If you wish to travel with Andrew by train, meet at Central
Station at 12.10pm. Group discount fares may be
available. Lifts will be available from Feniton Station to
the venue.

If you wish to receive a text to remind you of
the Greenwood Project events the day before
they happen, give Andrew your number so
you can be added to the group texts.

Andrew Barkla (07855 633304)
or Bev Slade (07967 123 579)
greenwoodproject@hotmail.co.uk
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Women’s
Art Group
a safe, women only space
to be creative

Nondays
10.00 - 12.00
an opportunity to join in
with activities, or simply use
the space to work on
your own stuff.
you are welcome to use our materials
For further information:

phone 01392 433358
or email bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk
www.bridgecollective.org.uk
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Things make perfect sense
when you're mad. Again and
again, everything makes
sense. One could say that
madness is typified by this:
it is only when you return to
reality that you lose touch
with the sureness and
certainty. Of course, the
perfect sense is apparent
only to you: others, bound
within real life, are too
blinkered by their illusion
of reality to see the truth.
For the truth is maddening,
and only in madness do we
truly see it.

John Allsup
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The real hopeless victims of mental illness
are to be found among those who appear to
be most normal. Many of them are normal
because they are so well adjusted to our
mode of existence, because their human
voice has been silenced so early in their
lives, that they do not even struggle or
suffer or develop symptoms as the neurotic
does. They are normal not in what may be
called the absolute
sense of the word;
they are normal only
in relation to a
profoundly abnormal
society. Their perfect
adjustment to that
abnormal society is a
measure of their
mental sickness.
These millions of
abnormally normal
people, living without fuss in a society to
which, if they were fully human beings,
they ought not to be adjusted.
Aldous Huxley
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A Rational Approach to Suicide
It never fails to amaze and appal me to behold the insanely irrational and
inhuman / inhumane responses of people at large to the issue of particular
individuals seeking to end their own lives. It is thus my aim here to apply some
much needed clear thinking to the issue of suicide and to encourage others to do
so too.
Very broadly, there are two basic reasons why people want to end their lives: (a)
they are in a terminal physical condition that is causing them ongoing aggravation
or suffering, or (b) they are experiencing some sort of emotional disturbance or
interference that is making life currently feel unbearable, but, whether or not
anyone recognises the fact, their situation is largely or fully resolvable.
In case (a), generally such people are treated horrendously, for it is an almost
universal misunderstanding, that life supposedly has to be clung onto until one’s
body can no longer support even a glimmer of it. That greatly distorted and
irrational attitude is commonly described as ‘pro-life’, but in reality it is nothing of
the kind and is actually anti-death, which is nonsensical and based on people’s
fear of death, combined with their personal power / control agendas through which
they seek to impose their fear-based outlooks on other people. The rational and
humane thing to do about somebody in a terminal or extremely disabled state,
who is asking to be released from that by having their life terminated (i.e. without
pressure upon them to do so) is to allow them to end their lives, and indeed to
assist them to that end as necessary – and the Law should accommodate that.
Yes, of course safeguards are needed, to ensure that abuse isn’t going on, but
using that consideration as an excuse to keep individuals imprisoned in their own
completely unresolvable suffering despite their openly expressed wishes is
nothing short of barbaric. Whose property is a person’s life? – It would appear
that the majority, at least, of those who have any say in the matter, believe that
such a person’s life is the property of anyone but that person! - Crazy!
On the other hand, the situation is quite different in case (b). Now, let me say
straight away that there is still the same basic wrong, fear based anti-death
outlook towards people who feel driven towards suicide. Although suicide is
actually not the latters’ actual need even though they feel that they need to do it,
they still have a fundamental human right to end their life. I’m not talking about
legal rights here – we can take it as read that the Law is an ass over this matter!
However, that ‘right’ depends on their having genuine personal free choice in the
first place.
When one is feeling driven toward suicide, what is really happening is that one is
getting interference from a troublesome non-physical influence that I have
mentioned in my previous articles, which, for want of a better term, I call the ‘dark
force’. Therefore, the real need for such people is NOT ending of their life but
dissolving the ‘dark force’ interferences and attacks so that then they can live
positive, happy and productive lives. Only once they have cleared out such
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interferences would they actually have genuine free choice. So, it’s okay, then, to
prevent such people from taking their lives? – Actually it’s not as simple as that. If
we are going to forbid a person from ending their life when it seems to them to
have become unbearable, actually because of their ‘dark force’ interferences, then
the onus is on us (sic) to assist them in resolving the issue that is causing them to
feel that way. – But of course what usually happens is that the affected person
gets forcibly shoved into a psychiatric unit, where (s)he gets sedated and
otherwise drugged, possibly also with the extremely harmful and destructive ECT
procedure. So, in other words, their pressing issue does not get addressed, let
alone resolved, and in various respects their real problem is compounded and
their long-term health further compromised.
This absurd and desperate predicament for people who get such ‘dark force’
attacks throws the whole issue of ‘rights’ and ‘wrongs’ of suicide, or of allowing /
preventing it, into an unedifying confusion, and it would help nobody for me to go
jumping into that confusion with opinions and pat answers. So, what I want to do
now is to give a few notes about the situation of feeling driven towards suicide, so
that we can better understand what is really going on and how such desperate
personal situations could effectively be resolved.
I myself have had no general depressive tendency, though I was feeling slightly
that way in my teens and very early adulthood, before I started getting in touch
with my own self actualization process, which endowed my life with some degree
of ‘meaning’. However, in 2005, while I was in the thick of a very major campaign
of interference and attacks from the ‘dark force’, pretty clearly designed to destroy
me, there were a few days early that year when I got a new and particularly
virulent type of attack from the ‘dark force’. I had already been through attacks of
hellish intensity of fear, terror, anxiety, panic and a very distorted and amplified
representation of birth trauma, but while each of those was a really testing ordeal
in its own right, none of those made me feel in the slightest suicidal.
But on those few days in early 2005, when I was particularly weak and vulnerable
to ‘dark force’ attacks, I got a new type of attack, which felt like the panic one, but
additionally with an impression that there was absolutely nothing for me to live for,
and that I’d absolutely got to ‘end it’ at once because life was completely
unbearable. It was a really desperate feeling, and I could see that anyone who got
that sort of attack and didn’t have considerable mental clarity and strongmindedness and didn’t know what was really happening would indeed seek to end
their life as a matter of great urgency. In my case, although I didn’t have the
insights and sort of methods that I have now to clear ‘dark force’ attacks, at least I
did realize that it was an attack (supposedly from ‘astral beings’), and that
therefore the feelings, however intense and unbearable, were not my genuine
perception of reality at all, and were NOT to be acted on at face value. My
response to that attack, therefore, was to start going to certain of the group
sessions of the Joan of Arc Project – the predecessor of the Bridge Collective.
Generally speaking, they were not my ‘cup of tea’ for a variety of reasons, but they
did help ground my awareness just a little by getting me out of the then very
oppressive solitude of my smallish flat and meeting some people, albeit their not
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having much in common with me, so that the support that I could get from the
group was quite minimal. After those few particularly desperate feeling days I
never got that type of attack again, though the other types of attack were to blight
and at times disrupt my life for a long time after that, though with an overall trend
of reduction as I gradually got more and more understanding of what was really
going on for me, and took increasingly effective measures to curb all that garbage.
What was important for me at that time, then, was not the Joan of Arc Project in
itself, but simply my getting out among some people who would be reasonably
supportive, as a means to get increasing the grounding of my awareness. Indeed,
in hindsight I can say confidently that I myself would have got much more effective
support then through contacting the Wonford House Crisis Resolution Team
(which I didn’t know about till later that year), and have them visit me for the odd
brief chat and also to have the odd chats over the telephone. When I did come to
use them, I used such chats always NOT for burdening those really nice people
with ‘problems’ of mine, but to use them as a ‘sounding board’ for talking briefly
about what I was doing towards turning my situation around. As I was later to find,
that was sufficiently grounding to my awareness to enable me to quickly get out of
the worst of nearly all my really strong ‘dark force’ attacks – and the Crisis Team
people really appreciated my 100% positive approach, and therefore didn’t seek to
push me into heavy medication or indeed hospitalization.
My understanding now is that what I had experienced in those few particularly
desperate feeling days in 2005 was a particular type of ‘dark force’ attack that for
the vast majority of people precipitates what is unhelpfully regarded as a medical
condition, that is generally known as, yes, depression. Apparently, thus,
depression itself, as usually understood, is not a direct ‘dark force’ attack, but it is
a sort of ‘shut-down’ condition that is a person’s evolved defence mechanism to
protect him/her against the extremely virulent and readily lethal ‘suicide urge’
attack from the ‘dark force’. In the case of a small minority of people, including
me, who I describe as ‘no-soul’ people (explained on my Self Realization website),
that shut-down mechanism operates little or not at all, and so we ‘lucky’ individuals
can experience the full hellish virulence of that particular ‘suicide urge’ attack
without the ‘depression’ shut-down effect, and thus potentially be driven to
desperate acts. My understanding is that it is generally some degree of this type
of attack that causes people to go against their basic will to live and to try to ‘end
it’.
The practical significance of this is that the whole psychiatric approach to people
who are ‘feeling suicidal’ is way off-beam, because, as always, it seeks to hide the
problem, while harming the person further through various ‘treatments’, NONE of
which is remotely benign, at least in the long term. The Good News is that I have
on my Self Realization website a whole set of methods for clearing ‘dark force’
attacks of any kind from yourself. Thus the methods for clearance of that ‘suicide
urge’ garbage and indeed ‘depression’, together with material to give you a proper
understanding of whatever ‘nasties’ are going on for you, are all available to you at
a click or two of the mouse (or touchpad, if you don’t want RSI!). I list below a few
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key pages where you can get finding out more about how you yourself could get
clearing such dreadful issues from your life.
•

'Dark Force' and Entity Troubles - The Real Way to Clear Them
www.clarity-of-being.org/dark-force-entities-dealing-with.htm
Actually, this page is a great starting point for clearing the vast majority of
supposed ‘mental health’ issues, because they virtually all involve ‘dark
force’ interferences / attacks in one form or another as cause or at least
primary factor.

•

How to Die Peacefully and with Dignity
www.clarity-of-being.org/how-to-die-peacefully.htm
If you really want to die, for whatever reason, then, why not get a better
understanding of how to die in a basically happy and peaceful way, and with
NO ethical issues at all? And then, if you realize that what I am describing
on that page really doesn’t apply to you, that would be telling you that any
urge of yours to end your life at the present time needs NOT your early
death but instead your early clearance of your cruel and hellish ‘dark force’
interferences and attacks – see the above-listed page!

•

My Little Brush with Psychiatry
www.clarity-of-being.org /brush-with-psychiatry.htm
I list this very long page yet again as it is a highly relevant background,
showing how it is possible to use one’s psychiatric hospitalizations or other
encounters with the mental health services to actually learn what you need
to know in order to understand and address your own issues without ever
again having to rely on the ignorant and unaware outlook of the psychiatric
professionals. I got myself out of the dire ‘hole’ that I’d unwittingly fallen into
with dark force shenanigans, while the doctors could only look on with
discomfiture and bemusement at my rather spectacular ‘recoveries’ that
were achieved while spurning their harmful ‘assistance’ – and you too could
achieve such successes!

•

Self Realization & Clear-Mindedness (Home Page)
www.clarity-of-being.org
Explore my whole approach to the REAL mental health, which is self
actualization, and is intrinsically DIY, not requiring any professionals or
‘help’, at least to any significant extent.

Philip
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Quotes
I love deadlines. I like the
whooshing sound they make
as they fly by.
Douglas Adams

I always wanted to be
somebody, but now I realize
I should have been more
speciﬁc.
Lily Tomlin

F!sbeeta!an"m " # belief $at when y% &e,
y%r s%l goes up on # roof and (ts )uck.

Geor( Carlin

My fake plants died because I did not pretend to water them.
Mitch Hedberg

I have a new
philosophy. I'm only
going to dread one
day at a time.
Charles M. Schulz
All generalizations are false,
including this one.
Mark Twain
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Christmas Meal
on

Thursday
the 20th of December
at 1 oʻclock
at

Herbies

There will be a list and menu up
in the Joan of Arc room
in December
If you are coming to the meal please
add your name
We will be choosing from
the regular menu on the day and
paying for our own food and drink.
We’ll walk to the restaurant from the

Bridge at 12.45
but it’s ok to meet us at

Herbies
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Christmas Mocktails
Christmas Punch
1 litre apple juice
500ml orange juice
200ml water
A good slug of ginger cordial (enough to make it fiery)
Slices of orange
16 whole cloves
2 cinnamon sticks
1 desert spoon sugar
Place all ingredients in a saucepan. Heat the mixture and simmer
gently over a low heat for about 10 minutes (do not boil).
Allow to cool a little and pour the warm punch into warm glasses
or cups, making sure everyone gets a slice of orange.

Sparkling Pom
30ml soda water
60ml pomegranate juice
Fresh pomegranate seeds (optional)
1 lime
Squeeze 1 slice of lime into a tall glass and fill with ice
Add the pomegranate juice
Next add the soda water and stir
Garnish with fresh pomegranate seeds
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Vanilla Eggnog
1 litre milk
260 grams sugar
12 large egg yolks
200ml chilled double cream
Whole vanilla pod
Grated nutmeg/cinnamon
In medium saucepan, whisk milk and sugar over medium heat
until sugar is dissolved, 1 to 2 minutes.
In a large bowl, whisk egg yolks. Whisking constantly, pour hot
mixture into yolks in a slow and steady stream.
Add the vanilla pod.
Return mixture to pan; cook over medium-low heat, stirring often,
until thick enough to coat back of spoon, 20 to 25 minutes; do not
let simmer.
Quickly strain into a bowl. Stir in the cream. Cool completely;
cover with plastic wrap; refrigerate until chilled.
Dust with nutmeg/cinnamon.

Apple Cinnamon
Fill a wine goblet with ice
Add 2 oz. cranberry juice and 4 oz. chilled apple juice
Stir to mix
Garnish with a cinnamon stick
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Underground
Sound
Underground Sound
have produced a CD called
Best of The Bridge
If you got this newsletter
through the post
you got a FREE copy

Fridays

12 noon ti l 6 pm
For further information:

phone 01392 433358

@ The Bridge Collective

or email
bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk
www.bridgecollective.org.uk
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Best of the Bridge
Collective
Gerry - Fly on by
By.Polar.Bears - Forgotten
Ray - Wargasm
Rob - Skipping Stones
Martin - Blow Me (Away)
John - Candlelight Serenade
Justin - Hop, Skip and Jump
Assiah - Followers
Shacks ft. Justin - Big
Paul - In Behind (Naked Lies)
Psyche - Too Many Sins
Armzout ft. Danja - Back to the Postcode
Psyche - Glass Houses
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Because
because I’m afraid
of you
I don’t want you
in my flat
because i’m afraid
of you
the ground shakes
when I walk past
your door
because you live below me
because I am afraid
don’t knock on my door
Anna Louise
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The Psychologist
Thought I was having tea
with the vicar
as I sat in his room
His analysis is
modern pop psychology
he presents a book
He’s the guru of psychology
he wants me in his
chair
wants to teach me
it’s my personality
at fault
he calls me a monster
says he has but failed
No psychologist, I don’t
call you friend
and
I have nothing to declare
Anna Louise
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Sporting Rituals
by John Allsup
There he was, in his red Nike bandana, with
long pirate-style shorts, arranging his drinks
bottles with total precision. He took a sip
from the left bottle, replaced it and picked up
the right. One more sip and the call came:
"Time!". Indeed, it was time. He was a break
of serve down and needed to break back
here to really have any chance in the set.
You can probably expect how this goes. His opponent, with slick
short hair bends down, bounces the ball fifteen, perhaps twenty
times, then tosses it into the air, before striking.
It was almost an ace, almost. It landed about a foot past the service
line, and a call went up "Fault!". This was what was needed: a
second serve.
Another sixteen ball bounces, then a pause, then four more
bounces and then, Bam! This time it was in. It was a good serve,
but with a swing of the racket, contact was made. In slow motion,
with the kind of cameras you have at Wimbledon these days, you
see the action in all its glory. The ball compresses to about a third of
its size, getting so far out of shape that one would expect it to burst.
Then, as if by magic, the ball creeps into motion, accelerating as it
turns the elastic potential of its deformed shape into kinetic energy.
And with this burst of energy, the ball was off: up, high into the air
and down. It landed right in the corner, well beyond the reach of his
opponent... But it was no winner, and this was not Wimbledon, and
certainly not the centre court final between Rafa and Novak that the
players tried desperately to pretend it was.
"Sorry!" he shouted across.
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"That's all right" giggled the girl on the
court next door, where the ball had
landed. You see, it did land in the corner,
out of reach of his opponent, but
unfortunately in the court next door. And
this was the story of Toby's games.
Three more points and it was time for
another break, for these two stopped
between every game.
"Why do you bother with the Rafa drinks
ritual?"
"Well..."
"Oh, I know", he chuckled, "it works for him, so maybe it's the magic
I need... that sort of thing?"
"Well..."
"I'm not going to bite your head off if you admit it. Just possibly
laugh mine off. But surely you realise that its the basics of the game
you need, not a drinks ritual."
"Then how about your ball bouncing: you're no Novak Djokovic
either."
"I've just got the hang of it... been trying to get the ball to bounce
back to my hand for ages.
I'll get past it, for me it's just a phase."
"I bet Novak would have said the same at some point of his career."
"Anyway, next game? Or as they say: Time!"
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Directors Meeting Minutes
Apologies:
Present: Andrew, Nicola, Bridie, Stuart, Bev, Chris.
Number of director’s present: 4
Date: August 15th 2012
Subject
Heading

Action/Decision

Minutes

Read and agreed

Membership
statement

Statement amended and agreed as attached.
Action: Bev to put together membership packs ready for
April 2013

People at the
Bridge

Document reviewed - amendments suggested.
Action: Andrew to complete amendments and bring back
to directors meeting.

Review of Experts
by Experience
Post: Project
Development
Worker

5hr per week post to continue. Proposal for taking
Experts by Experience forward to be brought to future
directorsʼ meeting - Experts by Experience to prioritise.

Health and safety
training

Action: Andrew to bring back a proposal regarding the
hours needed for Health and Safety week.

Work schedule

Action: Andrew to bring a work schedule proposal for the
next directors meeting.

Directors Meeting Minutes
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Apologies:
Present: Andrew, Bev, Nicola.
Number of director’s present: 2
Date: September 19th 2012
Subject
Heading

Action/Decision

Minutes

Read and agreed - date corrected from 22nd August to
15th August. Minutes agreed.

Matters arising

Proposal for health and safety hours to be taken to the
community and development meeting.

What makes the
*Being able to go through items quickly
meeting enjoyable *Slowing process down to look thoroughly at items and
then action it
*Being prepared and knowing the agenda item/deferring
*Relevance/tangible/real/accessible
*cake
*chair keeping aware of timing
Proposal: directorʼs supervision session in place of
Novemberʼs directors meeting: 21st November.
Action: Andrew to contact Michelle.
AGM date

30th May - Also Joan of Arc day

People at The
Bridge document

Draft amended as attached.
Proposal: to agree attached document

Work schedule

Community and Development team to look at items from
work schedule that can be directly addressed by the team
and those that need discussion at the directors meeting.
For January agenda - Safeguarding Children Policy
For October agenda - safeguarding discussion

Annual Report

Amendments made, and to be made, and brought back to
October agenda
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Subject
Heading

Action/Decision

AOB

Proposal: purchase Microsoft Office 2010 Home and
Business (1 user) £ 139.95 and Microsoft Office Mac
Home and Business 2011, 2 licence, 1 user £194.53

Dates

*Next directors: October 17th
*Supervision at Directors meeting time: November 21st
(to be confirmed)
*December - no directors meeting.

Ratifying

Action: Andrew to contact directors to ratify decisions of
this meeting.

Meeting closed

2.45pm

Apologies: Nicola
Present: Andrew, Mike, Rick, Bev, Sarah.
Number of director’s present: 4
Date: October 17th 2012
Subject
Heading

Action/Decision

Minutes

Read

Matters arising

From last meeting - below

Directors meeting
with Michelle

Agreed to have it and
Action: Questioning what we would like this session to be
like?
To look at what the role of Director means to people.
Hope to make some progress into making DM (directors
meeting) into a ʻnourishing delightʼ
Action: Andrew to contact Michelle to communicate this.
November 21st
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Subject
Heading
People at the
Bridge

Action/Decision
Proposal agreed

Microsoft Office
Agreed
for office computer
+ 2 x Macs
purchase
AGM date
proposal

30th May 2013
Agreed

Accounts proposal If possible with accountant to have a meeting 21st Nov to
review draft.
Action: Sarah to request meeting at 11.30
September
minutes

Agreed

Tax enquiry
insurance review

Agreed to purchase again

Fire extinguishers
proposal

To purchase a CO2 extinguisher
Agreed
To purchase a foam extinguisher
Agreed
Action: Sarah to purchase and Andrew to do work on
communicating proper use to keyholders

Annual report
update

Agreed to change abbreviations to full versions
Agreed as final 2011/2012 annual report

Safeguarding
children policy

Action: to take policy heading to supervision in January.
Action: Andrew to contact Michelle and Nicola regarding
that session

MIND research
request

Survey filled out in part, to bring to Thursday open day
and then email to Andrew. when done Andrew will email
back to June Sadd and discuss next steps
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M!sion Statement

To be a company whose members are creating:
A democratic community where people who
have expe"ences, beliefs, and feelings $at
have sometimes been labelled as mental

illness are welcomed and can talk ab&t

$ese expe"ences freely, safely and wi$&t
jud'ment; a place to pa(icipate in

f"end)ip, su*o(, learning, teaching,

+scussion, being active, and making a valid
cont"bution bo$ wi$in - collective and
$e wider community.

Would you like to write an article, a
poem or share a favourite recipe?
Naybe you have a hobby, or an
opinion that other people would be
interested in.
This newsletter is where you can share
your artwork, your ideas and
experiences.
The deadline for contributions to the next
newsletter is

Tuesday 22nd January
If you would like to contribute to the next
newsletter please contact:
Bev at
bev.bridgecollective@hotmail.com
or

0796 7123 597
this is a comic sans free newsletter

